
Unable to understand the closure
reason of a meta post
Closed. This question is off-topic. It is not currently accepting
answers.

This question does not appear to seek input and discussion from the
community. If you have encountered a problem on one of our sites,
please describe it in detail. See also: What is "meta"? How does it
work?

Closed 4 months ago.

(Private feedback for you)

Edit question

My recent meta post was immediately closed and deleted without
receiving any sensible feedback. Since the closure and the deletion
were two different actions made by different people, I wish to focus
only on the closure here.

Although I clearly stated my main question in this meta post, the post
was wrongly closed less than about 15 minutes because of lacking
details or clarity (!) and some people asked me to edit it. I followed their
instruction and explicitly clarified what the main question of the post
was; I asked the people who were unable to see the main question to
ignore the whole post and answer the following question:

If a user has a meta issue and cannot find its solution by search on
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Meta, asking on Meta, asking in chat rooms, talking to moderators,
and contacting the community team, then what should he/she do?

Since the post was wrongly deleted, I put a screenshot of the post
here:
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Now, my question is:
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What parts of the main question in the post is unclear? Do you have
any problem in understanding the meaning of some parts?
After reading this meta post several times, I could not understand what
the OP asks. Honestly speaking, which of them needs more clarity?

Updated

Since the moderators of this site already ordered me not to answer to
users in comments (?), I have to put my responses here.

1. Some people insist on not understanding what I asked in that meta
post. As I said in my meta post, I put "My Attempts" section to show
others my attempts and that the described situation was not a
hypothetical one; however, I clearly stated in that post that users can
skip "My Attempts" section and answer the main question at the end of
the post. Even, after the post being closed, I edited the post and
clearly stated that you can ignore all things in the post and answer the
mentioned paragraph.

"Was it humor?" No, it is completely serious; I am not here for fun.

"Some kind of performative"? Sorry, I have not extra time for such
a goal.

2. Some people claim that the added paragraph after the closure was
not at all clear from my original question. Honestly speaking, the
paragraph starting with "Notice" cannot be seen in my meta post? Do I
need to use headline fonts or table feature to show you my main
question? I am really surprised how you experienced SE users cannot
get the main question of the post while any regular user can easily.
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3. Even, some people claim that the added paragraph was still unclear
(?). Let me try my last chance. My question was:

If you face a meta problem (for example, a wrong suspension) and
you cannot find the solution of your problem by informing other
users, moderators, and the community team through the written and
common ways, what should you do?

If the above question is still unclear, we certainly need some miracle or
metaphysics.

4. Some people insist on defending that obviously off-topic Winter
Bash post. I mentioned that example only to ask some people to devote
their time, energy, and votes to close such obviously off-topic posts,
instead of wasting their votes for closing obviously clear and on-topic
posts.

5. Some people want to question my past history and defend some
moderators. I do not want to talk about them now because they are
separate issues. If "you cannot see my past history", let us not mention
unreal reasons. I always state my issues respectfully; you can ask your
friends, who are the moderators of this site.

6. Some people insist on talking about why my meta post was bad.
However, in this post I only want to talk about the closure reasons of
that post; if a post is bad, you can downvote it, but you should not close
or delete any post not violating any SE policies only because you dislike
it. If you consider a respectful criticism blame, this is your problem; if I
am not allowed to criticize some actions, this is another thing.

7. Some people claim that I only want to receive the answers I want; this
is completely wrong. I only want to be answered without using any
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silencing tools such as closing or deleting posts and chat- or site-
suspension.

8. Some people threaten to close and delete this post. If this post were
deleted, I would start a new meta post talking about the closure of this
post. So, it is better to stop closing and deleting posts wrongly.
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